
read: 
Galatians 6:7-9 

Say: 
 Did you know we are all a lot like gardeners in the fall harvest

season? Our lives are like a cozy pumpkin patch filled with pumpkins in

all shapes, colors and sizes. Each action we take and word we choose

to say is a tiny seed that we plant. Just like in the fall, we gather

heaps of pumpkins, apples, and other fall goodies, we gather results

from the actions we have done and the words we have spoken—the

seeds we sowed! Galatians 6:7-9 tells how the harvest works in our

lives. The crops we harvest match the seeds we plant. If we sow good

seeds with our words and actions, our harvest will be filled with

love, kindness, and joy! Remember, every good deed is a good "seed".

Plant them, be patient, and soon, your garden will burst with a

colorful fall harvest! As the fall leaves swirl around, remember to

plant good seeds and wait for your fall harvest.

Pray:
lord, help us to make the right choices and choose kind words so we

can plant good ‘seeds’ in the lives of those around us. give us

patience to wait for the harvest you have for us. Amen.

talk about it:

What kind of 'seeds' does God

want us to be planting? Remember,

'seeds' are the words and actions

we choose.

Can you share a time when you

planted a 'good deed seed,' and

describe the harvest it brought?

What is an example of a bad or

rotten 'seed' you have planted?

How did the harvest turn out, and

what would you do differently

next time?
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play a game

Plant and Harvest:

Place a small pumpkin in the center of

the room. Have everyone stand in a

circle the same distance from the

pumpkin.

One adult will walk around the circle

saying “plant” while tapping each

person. When they say “harvest”

everyone will race to grab the pumpkin

first.

The first person to “harvest” the

pumpkin will lead the next round.
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